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APPARENTLY UNRECORDED

01. [AHRENS, Franz]. Unsere Reise nach, in und von
Amerika. Ein Tagebuch in vier Abtheilungen. Erster [– Zweiter]
Band … Berlin, Pfingsten 1914.
2 parts in one vol., 8vo (250 × 183 mm), pp. 114, plus final blank; 61, [1],
plus final blank; black-and-white photographs and other illustrations in
the text; original cloth, upper cover lettered gilt; with a long inscription by
the author to his sister, Maria (dated 19 July 1919) to the front free
endpaper.
$1300

First (and only) edition, privately printed, presumably in very limited
numbers. Franz Ahrens (1858–1937) was a Berlin architect, known in
particular for various large-scale buildings (offices, department stores,
notably the Friedrichstraßenpassage, transportation depots, etc.) in the
city. Here we find him travelling with his wife, in late 1913, all round
America. In a trip which lasted almost three months, they took in New
York, Albany, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Chicago, Denver, Colorado
Springs, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Pasadena, the
Grand Canyon, San Antonio, New Orleans, then through Alabama and
the Carolinas to Washington, DC, before finally returning to New York.

Offered with a second copy, bound in calf (now rubbed), inscribed by
Ahrens to his children (or perhaps a child and their spouse), extraillustrated with 170 original photographs, with printed captions, 25
colour postcards, and other cuttings.
Not found in Library Hub, KVK, or WorldCat.

02–07: ANGLOMANIE
The vogue for England in 18th-century French Fiction
The fashion in France in the decades before the Revolution for all things
English—a ‘maladie épidémique’ as one contemporary termed it—
whether in dress, demeanour, or design (one thinks of the jardin à
l’anglaise), also found its way into French fiction. The following six items
relate to this craze. For more on the whole phenomenon, see Josephine
Grieder, Anglomania in France 1740–1789 (Geneva, Droz, 1985).

02. [ANGLOMANIE.] ARNAUD, François-Thomas-Marie de
Baculard d’. Nancy ou les malheurs de l’imprudence et de la
jalousie, histoire imitée de l’anglais … A Paris [colophon: De
l’Imprimeire de la Veuve Ballard], Chez l’Esclapart, Libraire … [et]
la Veuve Duchesne, Libraire … 1767. [Bound with:]
—————. Lucie et Mélanie, ou les deux sœurs généreuses,
anecdote historique … A Paris [colophon: De l’Imprimeire de la
Veuve Ballard], Chez l’Esclapart, Libraire … [et] la Veuve
Duchesne, Libraire … 1767.
2 works bound in one vol., 8vo (201 × 139 mm), pp. [4], 46, with an
engraved plate, head-, and tailpiece by De Ghent after Eisen, and an
engraved title vignette; [4], 50, with an engraved plate, head-, and
tailpiece by De Ghent after Eisen, and an engraved title vignette
(repeated from Nancy); light waterstaining to some leaves, small stain to
the fore-margin of C2 in the first work, slight insect damage to the lower
corner of last few gatherings (not affecting text); old paper wrappers, ms.
ink to spine, a couple of snags to spine, but sound.
$350
First editions. The first work here, ‘imitée de l’anglais’, recounts a young
English woman’s fall to ill repute via a scurrilous young man, much in the
style of Richardson: ‘Nancy, having (unjustly) lost her reputation, dies of
shame; the father curses and disinherits the son before his death; and
the hapless Bentley, returning too late to save either, goes raving mad

and finally expires after two years in a mad house … To say that Nancy
is an exercise in social realism would be a considerable exaggeration.

Nevertheless, the use of vocabulary and factual detail—footnoted when
necessary—and the relevance of the social milieu to the action indicate
a conscious authorial effort to achieve a more authentic national flavour.
Other writers, above all the indefatigable Mme de Malarme, avail
themselves equally of these techniques’ (Grieder, p. 80).
I: Cioranescu 9058; Querard I, 93. II: Cioranescu 9057; Querard I, 93.

THE ENGLISH LOVE THEIR COFFEEHOUSES

03. [ANGLOMANIE.] [BOURDOT DE RICHEBOURG, ClaudeÉtienne]. Memoires de Wuillame-Nortingham, ou le faux Lord
Kington … A La Haye, chez Pierre Gosse. 1741.
12mo (182 × 104 mm) in eights and fours, pp. [2], 136; [2], 156; some
light browning and spotting; uncut in contemporary wrappers, early ms.
ink to upper cover and spine, spine worn at tail, some marks and stains
to covers.
$800

Sole edition of an early French novel to feature an
English protagonist, full of national colour like other
Anglocentric novels of the time: ‘The novelists’ use of
history to supply national atmosphere (and to further
their plots) is, frequently, adept … They mention
cockfights, wrestling, and boxing matches … They
speak of coffeehouses. Wuillaume-Nortingham (1741),
too tempted by the wife of an elderly merchant, resolves
to consult him only “dans une Caffé, où il conféroit de
ses affaires avec ses Associés, quand il nétoit plus tems
d’en faire sur la Place” (I, 9)’ (Grieder, pp. 77–8).
Cioranescu 13540; Grieder, p. 151; Quérard I, 467.
WorldCat lists 4 copies outside Europe (Newberry,
Harvard, Illinois, Yale).

‘THE MOST EGREGIOUS EXAMPLE OF A FAKE TRAVELLER’S ACCOUNT’
04. [ANGLOMANIE.] [CONTANT D’ORVILLE, AndréGuillaume]. Les nuits anglaises, ou recueil de traits singuliers,
d’anecdotes, d’événemens remarquables, de faits extraordinaires,
de bizarreries, d’obervations critiques & de pensées
philosophiques, &c. propres à faire connaître le genie & le
caractère des Anglais … A Paris, [c]hez J. P. Costard … 1770.
4 vols, 8vo (163 × 102 mm), pp. [2], 28, 368; [2], viii, 368; [2], viii,
400; [4], 376, [2]; old water stain to the fore-margin of the first few
leaves in vol. II, some light browning elsewhere, more so to the
margins at the end of vols I and III; contemporary mottled calf, red
morocco spine labels (vol. III bound almost identically, but seemingly
from another set), marbled endpapers; a little rubbed, some corners
worn, to vol. IV headcap chipped, upper joint starting, but firm, a few
marks.
$700
First edition. Contant d’Orville (c.1730–c.1800) was a prolific writer
known best for his extensive ethnographic Histoire des différents
peuples du monde (1768), and history of opéra bouffon (1771).
Here he offers a kaleidoscopic view of England and its people,
supposedly based on personal experience, but the whole work is
invention. In fact, Josephine Grieder calls it ‘the most egregious
example of a fake traveller’s account … His method of presentation

follows exactly that of the legitimate visitors. He insists on his
impartiality’ (pp. 40–1n), though has plagiarized other works.
The account is divided into 45 ‘nights’, which cover a wide range of
topics, from politics, and the English antipathy towards the French, to
literature (Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spenser, Milton, Dryden, Pope), and
women, including a visit to an Englishwoman’s library, where the author
finds ‘des Livres parfaitement bien rangés … [et] superbement reliés &
bien dorés’ (II, 278).
Cioranescu 21098; Quérard II, 277.

HELL HATH NO FURY

05. [ANGLOMANIE.] [RICCOBONI, Marie-Jeanne]. Lettres de
Mistriss Fanni Butlerd, à Milord Charles Alfred de Caitombridge,
Comte de Plisinte, Duc de Raflingth, écrites en 1735, traduites en
l’anglois en 1756, par Adélaïde de Varançai [pseud.]. A Paris, par
la Société des Libraires. 1757.
Small 8vo (159 × 97 mm), pp. 164, title-page printed in red and black; a
nice bright copy in near-contemporary German sprinkled boards, ms.
paper spine label; extremities worn, headcap bumped.
$525
Although presented as a translation from the
English (to aid sales), this is in fact an original
French novel, one of two editions published
the same year, the other in Amsterdam (no
priority apparently established). It tells a torrid
love affair, in which the heroine, Fanni, gives
in to passion and becomes the mistress of a
gentleman only to discover that he has
decided to marry another woman. In revenge,
she publishes the letters between them: ‘Vous
avez détruit ma tranquillité; est-il en vous de la
faire renaître? Le bien que vous m’avez ôté
ne subsiste plus; le Ciel même ne peut
réparer mes pertes’ (p. 164).
Riccoboni (1713–1792) was a French actress
who became one of France’s great
sentimental novel writers. Even Diderot, who
held her acting abilities in low regard,
famously praised her as a novelist: ‘Cette

femme écrit comme un ange, c’est un naturel, une pureté, une
sensibilité, une élégance, qu’on ne saurait trop admirer.’ And, while the
rumour that Marie Antoinette had a Riccoboni novel bound to resemble a
book of hours so she could read it while appearing chaste ultimately
holds no water, it certainly bears witness to how fashionable she was at
the time. She also held a long-standing interest in all things English; not
only did she translate several English plays into French, but she also
fostered an enduring friendship with David Garrick, who championed her
novels in England (Oxford DNB).
This edition not in Cioranescu or Grieder (see 53039 and p. 153
respectively for the Amsterdam edition).

ENGLAND PORTRAYED AS ‘SAVANT, PROFONDE, ÉCLAIRÉE,
SINGULIÈRE ET HARDIE DANS SA FAÇON DE PENSER’

06. [ANGLOMANIE.] [RICCOBONI, Marie-Jeanne].
Mémoires de Miledi B… Par Madame R … [amended in an
early hand to: Mademoiselle / Melle de la Guesnerie] A
Amsterdam, et se trouve à Paris, Chez Cuissart, Libraire …
1760.
4 vols in one, 12mo (134 × 73 mm) in eights and fours, pp. [4], 152;
[2], 119, [1]; [2], 130; [2], 159, [1]; some very light browning; title-page
to vol. I laid down; early nineteenth-century quarter calf, rubbed,
vellum tips, smooth spine gilt in compartments with red morocco
lettering-piece.
$600
First edition, sometimes attributed (as here, by a previous owner) to
Charlotte-Marie-Anne Charbonnier de La Guesnerie, despite two of
Riccoboni’s other novels being referenced in the ‘Avis du Libraire’ at
the beginning of the first volume. The novel follows the life of ‘Miledi
B’, whose French father ‘voluntarily exiled himself [in England]
because “cette Nation savant, profonde, éclairée, singulière et hardie
dans sa façon de penser, offroit un vaste champ à l’activité de son
esprit” (I, 24)’ (Grieder, p. 70).
Cioranesco 35809; Grieder, p. 154.

WITH AN ORDINARY ENGLISHMAN AS THE MAIN CHARACTER

07. [ANGLOMANIE.] [TOUSSAINT, François-Vincent].
Histoire des passions, ou avantures du Chevalier Shroop.

Ouvrage traduit de l’anglois … A La Haye, chez Jacques
Neaulme. 1751.
8vo (158 × 96 mm), pp. [8], 356, [4], title-page printed in red and black,
small copperplate engraved vignette signed ‘Eben’; some light browning
and soiling, particularly to first few gatherings, waterstain to lower righthand corner of gathering M, front endpapers soiled and rather ragged;
contemporary vellum, a little marked; bookplate of Erik Larsson
Bremberg.
$200
First edition of a novel following the life of ‘Chevalier Shroop’, an
ordinary Englishman (‘Je me contenterai de dire qu’il étoit Anglois, que
ses Ancestres n’étoient pas ni de la première qualité, ni du rang le plus
abject’, p. 1) who learns life lessons about love and jealousy, generosity
and ambition, and, ultimately, the importance of family: ‘Il fit ses adieux à
sa chère femme, & à ses enfans avec une grande tranquillité d’esprit, &
après s’être retourné d'un autre côté il passa de ce monde à l’éternité,
comme s’il fe fût laissé aller à un doux sommeil’ (p. 355).
Toussaint (1715–1772) was a lawyer, translator, and man of letters who
collaborated with Diderot on the Encyclopédie (1751–1772). He was
best known in his time for Les Mœurs (1748), a scandalous novel
reprinted over a dozen times in its first year alone, and referred to by
Robert Darnton as a part of ‘the first great barrage of Enlightenment
works’ (The Forbidden Best-Sellers of Pre-Revolutionary France, p. 90).
Cioranescu 62080; Grieder, p. 152.

08. ARNOLD, John. The complete Psalmodist: or the
Organist’s, Parish-Clerk’s and Psalm-Singer’s Companion.
Containing I. A new and complete Introduction to the Grounds of
Music, both theoretical and practical … II. A Set of Services,
commonly called Chanting-Tunes; together with five-and thirty
excellent Anthems … III. A Set of grave and solemn PsalmTunes, both ancient and modern … IV. A Set of divine Hymns,
suited to the Feasts and Fasts of the Church of England … The
Sixth Edition, corrected, with large Additions … London: Printed
by Dryden Leach, for J. Buckland, J. and F. Rivington; L. Hawes,
W. Clarke, R. Collins; S. Crowder, and B. Law. 1769.

8vo (202  133 mm) in half-sheets, pp. x, xxviii, [6] ‘An Alphabetical
Dictionary, explaining all such Latin, Italian, and French Words as
generally occur in Music’, printed in double columns, 266, [2], 267–388;
the music printed typographically; early ms. ink performance markings
in places throughout; some light offsetting, some waterstaining to
gatherings 2Q–2T, old paper repair to title-page in gutter;
contemporary speckled calf, some offsetting from the turn-ins, red
morocco title label within an ornately-tooled border, gilt, to upper
board, extremities a little rubbed, corners slightly worn, headcap
chipped; with the bookplates of Henry Carington Bowles (1763–
c.1830; the last in the line of prominent London print- and map-sellers)
to front pastedown and Hugh McLean (1930–2017; the noted
Canadian organist) to front free endpaper (loose).
$700
First published in 1740/1 (BL only), when the author—born and bred
in the village of Great Warley, Essex—was only nineteen, ‘this
ambitious work was in the tradition of psalmody publications for
country churches, combining a teach-yourself section of basic musical
instruction with music for church services, particularly four-part
settings of the metrical psalms. Arnold included tunes for all 150
psalms, many from existing publications but with seven composed by
men from Great Warley and more than fifty of his own composition.
There were also settings of chants, anthems, hymns, and
canons. Arnold published six more editions of his psalmody, the last
in 1779, introducing many changes in the introductory material and
music, with progressively fewer of his own psalm tunes. The prefaces
offer much about the practice and development of music in country
churches in the mid-eighteenth century, such as the increasing use of
instruments’ (Oxford DNB).
BUCEM, p. 50; RISM A 2178. The sixth edition is the earliest listed in
ESTC.

09. BOOK CARRIER for children. England, early twentieth
century.
Book carrier (67 × 163 mm) with polished wooden handles, original
straps, and metal hardware; light rust and soiling, but still very good.
$130
Who needs a girdle book with this stylish book carrier around? Used
largely by schoolchildren, book carriers were used in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, though regrettably oftentimes fell into the
dreaded ‘useful gift’ category: ‘And here is another list of suggestions
also called “Useful Presents”: attaché cases, book-carriers, hand-bags,

writing-cases, card-tables, “library requisites of every description”.
These, if you are unlucky enough to receive them all, may be put to a
variety of uses. You may either put the writing-case in the book-carrier,
and carry it, or you may put the hand-bag into the attaché case and
pretend that you are an Attaché, or you may fold up the book-carrier
tightly, put it in the hand-bag, and put both it and the writing case into the
attaché case, and lay it on the card table’ (‘Christmas Presents’, The
Saturday Review, 14 Dec. 1912, pp. 731–2).

AN ‘INDIX OF MUSICK’:
AN 18TH-CENTURY MANUSCRIPT CATALOGUE

10. [CATALOGUE: MUSIC.] [Cover title:] Indix of Musick.
[Italy (but then England?), probably 1770s.]
Manuscript on wove paper, 4to (280 × 209 mm), pp. 60, the final 40
pages comprising a thumb index; some light occasional spotting and
finger-soiling, contemporary Italian longstitch binding covered in marbled
paper, with a decorative English manuscript label to upper cover; some
surface wear, corners worn.
$3500
A nice, early example of a thematic catalogue, ‘an index to a group of
musical compositions that incorporates citations of their opening notes
(incipits), or principal melodic features (themes)’ (New Grove).
Fascinatingly, the catalogue was owned at an early date by a—sadly
anonymous—English speaker. In his exhaustive survey, most of the
manuscript thematic catalogues Barry S. Brook found from the
eighteenth century were from the German-speaking parts of Europe.

Italian examples are uncommon, English ones even more so. Brook
located but two: one by Granville Sharp and his brothers (NYPL Drexel
1022, ‘one of the rare hand-written catalogues of a British private
collection of music’, Holland & LaRue, ‘The Sharp Manuscript, London
1759–c1793,’ Bulletin of The New York Public Library 73, no. 3 (March
1969), p. 147), the other by Charles Burney (after 1794; BL Add. MS
11587 and 11589). The fact that the present example was used by an
English speaker is a tantalising addition to the corpus.

‘The thematic catalogue is a powerful research and bibliographic tool. It
arranges a body of music in a systematic order and provides positive
identification in a minimum of space and symbols. It derives its power
from the use of “incipits,” or musical citations of the opening notes. For
most music, an incipit of no more than a dozen pitches is required.
When rhythmic values accompany the pitches, the incipit’s “uniqueness
quotient” is astonishingly high … A musical work, printed or manuscript,
may be identified by composer, its title, opus number, key,
instrumentation, movement headings, first line of text, date, publisher,
dedicatee, plate number, etc. No one of these, indeed no combination
of these, can provide as certain an identification as an incipit …
‘In the eighteenth century, the contents of many large church, court, and
private music collections were catalogued thematically for obvious
practical reasons. Such catalogues could be arranged by date of
acquisition, by composer’s name, or by storage shelf. The earliest
known example of a thematic library catalogue was begun in 1720’, for a

Prussian general (Barry S. Brook, Thematic Catalogues in Music: an
annotated bibliography, pp. vii, xii).
The first section indexes, with musical incipits, opera overtures by a
variety of eighteenth-century Italian composers, quartets (some entries
not fully completed), and violin trios by Besozzi. The thumb index
section of the volume lists songs alphabetically by title. Both sections
reference either a collection (‘raccolta’) or volume (‘tomo’, plus leaf
number) in which the particular piece appears, presumably in the
compiler’s own library. It must have been an ongoing cataloguing
project, as there is more than one hand at work.
Full details of the composers included available on request.

11. [CERVANTES.] Original painted design for a fan leaf,
depicting a scene from Part II of Don Quixote. ?France, early 19th
century.
Hand-painted fan leaf design (292 × 558 mm), unmounted and
untrimmed, on an oblong folio leaf (315 × 570 mm) of wove paper,

double thickness; a couple of closed tears to lower left-hand corner, not
affecting the main image, extreme lower right-hand corner torn away,
some minor wear (light abrasions to the surface colour in places), a little
light water-staining, mostly to the verso, and creasing in places, edges of
the leaf crumpled and dusty, but still very good; early pencil inscription
describing scene to foot of leaf (‘ruse qu’employa Basile pour épouser
Quitterie aux noces de Gamache’).
$1200
A detailed and highly accomplished design, presumably for reproduction
on a commercially produced fan. The scene depicted here comes from
Part II of Don Quixote, in which the lovely Quiteria is tricked into
marrying Basilio, despite being betrothed to Camacho. Don Quixote, the
figure in full armour, raises his fist in objection to the ruse, while Sancho
Panza, and his donkey, get stuck into the wedding feast being prepared
on the right of the fan.
We have been unable to identify the artist here, or find a printed version
of the fan leaf. It is not listed in Schreiber, Fans and Fan Leaves, and
the image not represented in any of the prints digitised for the Cervantes
iconography project by Texas A&M.

PHYSIONOTRACE

12. CHRETIEN, Gilles-Louis. Edme Mentelle membre de
l’institut. Dess. p. Fouquet. gr. p. Chretien inv. du
physionotrace … Paris [between 1795 and 1799].
Small round aquatint portrait (74 mm diameter, the image itself 55 mm),
a fine impression in very good condition; (later?) metal frame.
$3500
The present aquatint was produced by
physionotrace, ‘the first system invented to produce
multiple copies of a portrait, invented in 1786 by
Gilles-Louis Chrétien (1774–1811). In his apparatus
a profile cast by a lamp onto a glass plate was traced
by an operator using a pointer connected, by a
system of levers like a pantograph, to an engraving
tool moving over a copper plate. The aquatint and
roulette finished engraved intaglio plate, usually
circular and small (50 mm), with details of features
and costume, could be inked and printed many
times. One description mentions that a sitting could
take as little as six minutes and within four days a
dozen impressions could be delivered, hand-colored
if desired, with the copper plate, for fifteen francs …

‘Physionotrace was very popular in France, where it had a detrimental
effect on miniature painting and engraving. At the Salon of 1793, one
hundred physionotrace portraits where exhibited. Three years later that
number increased to six hundred. The physionotrace portrait replaced
the miniature and was used as frontispiece illustrations in a number of
books, but it was not until the advent of photography that the portrait was
truly democratized’ (Photoconservation.com, sub Printing Processes).
Thomas Jefferson had his portrait done in Paris by physionotrace in
1789 (now lost, though a print was made in 1801: see Alfred L. Bush,
The Life Portraits of Thomas Jefferson, p. 9).
Chrétien was a cellist in the chambre du roi at Versailles and worked
initially with the miniaturist Edme Quenedey des Riceys to produce his
portraits. They separated in 1789, and Chrétien went into partnership
with the engraver Jean Fouquet (d.1799), responsible for the etching
here. The subject is Edme Mentelle (1730–1815), geographer, who was
elected to the Institut de France in 1795.

IN BLIND-STAMPED VELVET

13. CHRONIQUES Françoises de Jacques Gondar [pseud.]
Clerc. publiées par F. Michel. suivies de Recherches sur le Style
par Charles Nodier. Paris [Firmin Didot for] Louis Janet … [1830].
12mo (159 × 99 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [2], clvii, [1], 44, [6] including 4
pp. of engraved music, with 4 engraved plates by Adolphe Rouargue
after C. Colin; printed on good-quality wove paper, the title in red and
black; the title, plates, and initials hand-coloured, heightened with gold,
and with original illumination to pp. [i], [xlix], [lxxxi], and [cxvii]; title-page
coming away, the leaves lightly toned, but still a very good, crisp copy in
the original publisher’s blind-stamped velvet, spine sunned (as to be
expected with this colour), else remarkably well preserved, all edges gilt,
mauve moiré endpapers, engraved ticket of the Paris bookseller Charles
Mary to front pastedown; housed in the original purple morocco-style
slipcase, lined with moiré silk, extremities lightly rubbed.
$2000
First edition, first issue, ‘tirée à petit nombre’ (Brunet), this copy wellpreserved in its original blind-stamped velvet binding. Janet reissued
the book in 1836, in gilt-stamped silk.

In his notes at the end, Francisque Michel (1809–1887) explains to how
he found Gondar’s manuscript in a lot of old parchment and tatty books.
However, this is all an elaborate fiction: the book is a literary forgery,
entirely of Michel’s creation. The hoax was
concocted during the 21-year-old’s time in Paris in
1830, which he spent with a group of like-minded
Romantics and bibliophiles, before he became the
medieval scholar he is remembered as today. The
lack of date on the title, and the various bindings in
which it survives, has confused bibliographers and
booksellers since, but Barrière identifies two
printings, in 1830 and 1836.
Textually, the essay by Charles Nodier at the end,
is most important aspect of the book, ‘l’une de ses
plus belles dissertations poétiques sur le langage.
Pourquoi cette admirable prose accompagne-t-elle
un médiocre pastiche, avec lequel elle n’a aucun
rapport et qu’elle ne mentionne jamais? De toute
évidence, Nodier n’avait pas écrit les Recherches
pour ce livre; le fait qu’elles aient leur propre
pagination prouve que le typographe les a
composées séparément et jointes in extremis’
(Barrière, p. 122).
Brunet II, 1663; Carteret, p. 276; Vicaire III, 1071. See Didier Barrière,
‘Un petit Francisque Michel: médiéviste, bibliomane romantique,
mauvais élève de Charles Nodier’, Fragmentos 31 (2006), pp. 113–140.

A THICK-SKINNED ENGLISH JOURNALIST

14. [CRIMEAN WAR.] Izdatel’ angliiskoi gazety “Taims” i
russkii sapozhnik [The editor of the English newspaper “The
Times” and the Russian bootmaker]. [Russia, 1850s.]
Tinted lithograph (268 × 234 mm), creased where previously folded,
sometime torn along the central fold and repaired, other paper repairs in
places (affecting one character only), but in very good condition overall.
$600
An unusual image, published during the time of the Crimean War,
highlighting The Times’ position during the hostilities. The editor
complains to the bootmaker that he has torn his mouth through shouting
on behalf of Russia, which the bootmaker has set about to repair,
remarking (to himself) ‘what thick skin this man has’.

John Thadeus Delane (1817–1879) was editor of The
Times for thirty-six years, 1841–77. ‘Under Delane’s
editorship The Times was loosely identified with
Liberalism … [and] the power of The Times in
opposition to government was seen very clearly during
the Crimean War, when Delane felt it was his duty to
condemn those directing the war … In his lifetime
Delane was widely regarded as the unquestioned head
of the journalistic profession, who had done much to
raise the tone of journalism. Some of his innovative
methods of reporting news, which included the use of
interviews, and his Crimean and other “crusades”,
foreshadowed the “new journalism” of the later
nineteenth century’ (Oxford DNB).

FOR THE SURVIVORS OF THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE

15. [CRIMEAN WAR.] Rules of the Balaclava Commemoration
Society. London: Printed by George Latham (Late 17th. Lancers,)
… 1877.
8vo (211 ×137 mm), pp. [2], 24; title printed in red and black, the text
printed within red ruled borders; marginal browning and dust-soiling;
original blue pebbled cloth, a little rubbed and worn, hinges sometime
reinforced with cloth tape, now cracked, but bookblock firm, upper board
gilt-stamped with the Society’s name surrounded by a laurel wreath;
early ms. ink correction to p. 11; annotated throughout in later black ink
offering supporting historical information and statistics, ink ownership
inscription to title-page of Peter Young (see below), typescript letter
dated 1968 taped to rear pastedown, tape now discoloured, two other
letters loosely inserted, blind-stamp of Peter Curwen to front free
endpaper.
$1000
First and only edition. The Balaclava Commemoration Society was
formed ‘for the purpose of Assembling Annually, the Survivors of the
Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaclava, 1854, including the I. Troop
Royal Horse Artillery’ (p. 3). Members, eligible only if they were
physically present during the action, met at a private dinner on the
anniversary of the date itself. Following the rules is a full listing of the
survivors of the Light Brigade along with their ranks, including those from
the 4th Queen’s own Light Dragoons; the 8th King’s Royal Irish Hussars;
the 11th Prince Albert’s own Hussars; the 13th Light Dragoons; and the

17th Lancers. Several poems, including Tennyson’s famous ‘The
Charge of the Light Brigade’, are reprinted after the listing. The present
copy’s annotations record statistics from The Times in 1854 of the total
losses (409 lost out of a total of 637 present, including officers). Loosely
inserted are a four-page Reminiscences of Balaclava (Sheffield, 1893;
the two leaves now separate), containing three poems by Grayson,
‘presented by the Crimean and Indian Veterans of Sheffield and
Rotherham to the Rt. Hon. The Earl of Scarbrough …’, along with a
printed facsimile of a pen-and-ink sketch by Grayson ‘of the incidents
which took place during the battle of Balaclava’ and a printed leaf of
‘Opinions of the Press’.
This copy was owned by the military historian Brigadier Peter Young
(1915–1988) who, having served with distinction as an officer during the
Second World War and, became Head of Military History at the Royal
Military Academy Sandhurst. Loosely inserted into the present copy is

correspondence between Young and one Frank Browne, whose
grandfather was present during the Charge of the Light Brigade.
WorldCat lists 3 copies only, at the British Library (2 copies) and
Queen’s University, Belfast; there is also a copy at the National Army
Museum.

LARGE PAPER COPY

16. [DORAT, Claude-Joseph]. La déclamation, théâtrale,
poëme didactique en trois chants, précédé d’un discours. A Paris,
De l’Imprimerie de Sébastien Jorry, rue & vis-à-vis la Comédie
Françoise … 1766.
Tall 8vo (241 × 152 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 128, with engraved
frontispiece and 3 additional plates (of 4?, but see below) by EmmanuelJean-Népomucène de Ghendt after Charles Eisen; some light plate
toning; uncut with generous margins; some light browning, nineteenthcentury dark blue morocco, fully gilt with spine in compartments, lavishly
gilt inner dentelles, marbled endpapers and flyleaves, two short tears to
head and foot of first marbled flyleaf near gutter, upper joint sometime
repaired, extremities lightly rubbed.
$1100
First edition of one of Dorat’s most popular works.
Divided into three songs (‘La Tragédie’, ‘La Comédie’,
and ‘L’Opéra’; another, ‘La Danse’, appeared the
following year), La déclamation discusses theatre,
spectacle, and taste—issues so hotly debated over in
the Enlightenment—in the form of a didactic poem.
Claude-Joseph Dorat (1734–1780) himself attributed the
decline of the French theatre ‘to the pernicious influence
of Drury Lane, which he described piquantly as London
coal-dust which had contaminated the Paris fogs and
soiled the Muse of French imitators’ (Hallowell, ClaudeJoseph Dorat, Opponent of the “Drame Bourgeois” and
Critic of the English Theatre, p. 358).
Cioranescu 25131; Cohen–de Ricci, col. 312; Quérard II,
577; Inventaire du fonds français XVIIIe siècle, vol. X,
nos. 21–5. LIBRARY HUB lists 2 copies of the first
edition only: BL (lacking the plates), Rylands (3 plates
plus frontispiece). Cohen–de Ricci and the Inventaire
call for a frontispiece and 4 plates, but it is not clear
whether they are including the extra plate from ‘La
Danse’ (1767), as found in some copies.

PRINTING PERSONIFIED

17. [DRESSED PRINT.] Die Buchdrucker-Kunst. [Germany,
early eighteenth century?]
Small folio leaf (289 × 191 mm); etched and engraved print embellished
with various velvet and silk fabrics, some applied as onlays and some
revealed through cut-out sections of the print, all laid down onto another
leaf when the work was done; light browning, a few other marks, edges
a little worn, a few wormholes to the bottom right corner.
$2500
The fashion for ‘dressing’ prints took off in the late seventeenth century,
and ‘may have often been a household pastime like other cutting and
pasting activities’ (‘What the well-dressed print is wearing’, Houghton
Library blog, 28 Feb. 2014). Adding scraps of fabric, printed papers, and
even metal foils to a print allowed it to ‘accrue meaning through
layering’, becoming a votive of sorts for the person who owns it
(Suzanne Karr Schmidt, Altered and Adorned, published in conjunction
with the 2011 Art Institute of Chicago exhibition, p. 67). As objects, they
occupy a rarefied space in which luxury and devotion can be expressed
in everyday life by everyday people.
As Karr Schmidt demonstrates, prints selected for dressing were usually
devotional in nature. Here, the Art of Printing has been similarly
honoured, with luxurious and colourful fabrics, by an early owner of the
print. She stands before a case of type, a compositor’s stick and faircopy manuscript in her hand, with a press behind her. Beneath the
image is engraved the following quatrain:
Welch einen Schatz hat GOTT, wen man es recht bedencket,
durch Edle Drucker-Kunst, den Sterblichen geschencket;
Daher thut grosse Sünd, wer sie nicht nimt in acht
und mit viel Aergernus, die Pressen redend macht.
What wealth, if one reflects aright, did God,
through printing’s noble art, us mortals gift;
He sacrilege commits who heedeth not
this Art, which aids the press its voice to lift.
[Our translation, with some poetic licence]

18. THE FITZWILLIAM MUSIC being a Collection of sacred
Pieces, selected from Manuscripts of Italian Composers in the
Fitzwilliam Museum, now for the first Time published by
permission of the University of Cambridge, by Vincent Novello,
Organist to the Portuguese Embassy … London, Jos. Alfred
Novello … [c.1840].
5 vols in one, as issued, folio (394 × 281 mm), pp. [4], 324; engraved
throughout; some light browning and spotting; original publisher’s blindstamped cloth, spine direct-lettered gilt, rubbed and lightly dust-soiled,
front hinge cracking.
$400
The ‘new and cheap’ (i.e. second) edition of the ambitious Fitzwilliam
Music publishing project, in which the Fitzwilliam Museum made parts of
its important music manuscript collection, bequeathed to the University
by Viscount Fitzwilliam in 1816, available for
editing and publishing for the first time.
In 1824, when Cambridge asked the music
publisher Vincent Novello to come select a
small group of manuscripts from the collection
to be published, he chose sacred music by
Continental composers that he knew were
unpublished and of which he did not already
have manuscript copies (Olleson & Palmer,
p. 46), including Lassus, Palestrina, and
Pergolesi. The result was a five-volume
work, the first of which was published ‘either
in December 1825 or very early in 1826’
(ibid., p. 50); the final volume was out by the
end of 1827. The final work was universally
acclaimed: ‘Novello’s achievement in
transcribing, editing and publishing the five
volumes of The Fitzwilliam Music in the space
of little more than two years was
considerable, and an example of his
legendary assiduity’ (ibid., p. 53).
Provenance: from St Michael’s College,
Tenbury, with the usual ms. pencil shelfmarks
to the front pastedown. The College had
been founded in 1856 as a model for the
performance of Anglican music by the great
collector and composer Sir Frederick Ouseley (1825–1889), whose own
‘magnificent assemblage of music and musical literature’ (Hyatt King,
Some British Collectors of Music, Sandars Lectures for 1961, p. 67)

passed to the College on his death, where it remained until its dispersal
at Sotheby’s in 1990.
Library Hub lists 2 copies of this edition only (BL, Bodley), to which
WorldCat adds 2 more (NYPL, Paul Sacher Stiftung, Basel). On the
background, see Philip Olleson & Fiona Palmer, ‘Publishing Music from
the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge: the work of Vincent Novello and
Samuel Wesley in the 1820s’, Journal of the Royal Musical Association,
130 (1), Jan. 2005, pp. 38–73.

WITH ADDED MUSIC BY A BLIND FOUNDLING

19. [FOUNDLING HOSPITAL.] Psalms, Hymns & Anthems,
used in the Chapel of the Hospital for the Maintenance &
Education of exposed & deserted young Children. [London:] 1774.
8vo (219 × 145 mm), pp. 128; etched pictorial title-page by Sanders, the
music, index etc. engraved by Caulfield; pp. 73–84 loose (book block
broken); still a good copy in contemporary half calf, rubbed, a little worn
in places, spine partially defective; bookseller’s ticket to front pastedown.
$2000
Second edition, first issue, ‘newly engraved
throughout’, with over 80 additional pages of
music; it was the first to feature the illustrated
title-page, depicting a woman, children, with
the Hospital chapel in the background. The
book was reissued, with 14 letterpress pages
of Additional Anthems, with the same 1774
title-page, in c.1780.
The Foundling Hospital, Britain’s first
children’s charity, had been established by
Thomas Coram in 1739. ‘The Hospital
chapel, in use by 1749 and officially opened
in 1753, soon became well known for its
music as well as for its elegant architecture
and adornments … The singing of the
children at ordinary Sunday services was a
great attraction to fashionable London and
became an important source of income to the
Hospital through pew rents and voluntary

contributions. Music was specially
composed and arranged for the Hospital
chapel, and the success of the singing led
to a demand for this music, which was met
by the publication of [the present work] …
generally known more informally as the
Foundling Hospital Collection’ (Temperley,
p. 6).
Temperley has identified eight printings of
the present work as it expanded between
1760 (a sole copy known, at Illinois) and
1809. The new tunes in this edition include
a hymn by John Stanley (1713–1786), the
famous blind organist of the Temple
Church, who taught some of the children at
the Hospital to play the organ, as well as a
set piece by Thomas Grenville (1746–
1827), one of the blind foundlings who went
on to be organist of the Hospital from 1773
to 1798.
Temperley B/a; BUCEM, p. 835; RISM
Receuils, p. 293. See Nicholas Temperley,
‘The Hymn Books of the Foundling and
Magdalen Hospital Chapels’, Music
Publishing & Collecting: Essays in Honor of
Donald W. Krummel (1994), pp. 3–37.

‘ONE OF HIS MOST REMARKABLE’
20. [GARRICK.] Strive not Tragedy nor Comedy to engross a
Garrick, who to your noblest Characters does equal Honour.
London, Printed for Robt. Sayer … [1769].
Mezzotint (313 × 470 mm) by C. Corbutt [i.e. Richard Purcell] after the
original mezzotint by Valentine Green (‘Engraved in mezzotint by
Valentine Green, 1769 … A copy by C. Corbutt, smaller, and another,
still smaller, by the same’ (Hamilton, p. 22)); uncut; some light dustsoiling and plate toning, one short tear to left-hand margin, remains of
mounting tape to verso.
$550
A mezzotint after the original Reynolds painting (1762), ‘one of his most
remarkable pictures, David Garrick between Tragedy and Comedy, a

witty parody in which the famous actor imitates the young Hercules, who
had to choose between Virtue and Vice. The pictorial sources are
Mannerist and Baroque (Giulio Romano, Correggio, Guido Reni, William
Dobson, Rubens), exemplifying the complexity of Reynolds’s mature
style’ (Oxford Art Online). The original painting, now at Waddesdon
Manor, has been reproduced in a wide variety of media including prints,
textiles, and even a late nineteenth-century porcelain jar (V&A). It is
unclear which of the two possible states of the Corbutt is present here,
as Hamilton does not give dimensions.
Chaloner Smith 31; Hamilton, p. 22; cf. Russell 46a.

‘THE JEWEL AT THE HEART OF ENGLISH
COMIC LITERATURE’ (WILLIAM TREVOR)
21. GROSSMITH, George, and Weedon GROSSMITH. The
Diary of a Nobody … with Illustrations by Weedon Grossmith.
Bristol J. W. Arrowsmith … London Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton,
Kent and Co. Limited [1892].
8vo (185 × 117 mm), pp. [2], 300, + 3 pp. adverts, the
final page of which used as rear pastedown; with
photographic frontispiece of authors and etched
illustrations in the text (many full-page); some light
offsetting to half-title; slightly skewed in the original
publisher’s orange cloth stamped in blue, black, and
gold, rubbed with some light dust-soiling to extremities
and top edge.
$750
First edition in book form, first issue (with the final leaf
of adverts used as the rear pastedown). ‘The Diary of
a Nobody first appeared as a serial in Punch in 1888–9
and was published (in considerably expanded form) as
a book by J. W. Arrowsmith of Bristol in June 1892. It
was at once recognized as one of the most amusing
novels in the English language. Similarly the “nobody”
of the title—Charles Pooter of The Laurels, Brickfield
Terrace, Holloway—was immediately recognized as
one of the great English comic characters. The book
was also a sharp analysis of social insecurity’ (Oxford
DNB). The brothers who authored the book, George
and Weedon Grossmith (1847–1912 and 1854–1919,
respectively), found lasting fame through the Diary,
with Weedon going on to become a successful comic
character actor playing alongside the likes of Henry
Irving (ibid.).

ON COLOURED PAPER

22. [HEBERLEIN, Michael, and Johann Paulus OED]. Zwey
neue Depositionen nebst einer kurzgefaßten Prologie und
Nachrede der Buchdruckerkunst zu Ehren gewidmet.
[Presumably Nuremberg, Bielings Officin:] Gedruckt, von zwey
kunstliebenden Freunden. 1771.

Small 4to (202 × 167 mm), pp. [8], 19, [1]; woodcut title vignette of a
printing press; the paper throughout brushed yellow, likewise the free
endpapers; a little waterstaining towards the end; contemporary mottled
calf, two-colour paste-paper pastedowns, the binding worn, insect
damage to the boards, the elaborate gilt tooling now oxidised, spine
largely perished.
$600
Very rare sole edition: a jeu d’esprit in
praise of the art of printing, produced
by two friends who worked together at
Bieling’s printing office in Nuremberg
and dedicated, in rhyme, to the Basel
printer–publisher Johann Rudolf Imhoff
(1698–1778). The book itself consists
of two exchanges, written in
alexandrines and presented in
playscript format, between a
Depositor, his servant, and a Cornut
(‘a young Printer that has served his
Time as a Prentice, but is not yet
acquitted or discharged’, Ebers,
Dictionary, 1796).
Listed in WorldCat, but without
locations. KVK finds a sole copy, at
the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek,
Leipzig.

PROTO-FEMINIST PEDAGOGY:

‘I WOULD SAY TO WOMEN THAT THE MIND
IS NOT INCOMPATIBLE WITH BEAUTY’
23. HENNEQUIN, Pierre. Nouveau cours de rhétorique, à
l’usage de la jeunesse des deux sexes; dédié à sa Majesté
l’Impératrice mère … Moscou, de l’Imprimerie d’Auguste Semen
… 1818.
8vo (198 × 125 mm), pp. [6], xiii, [14]–462, [2] errata; small stain to lower
right-hand margin of p. ix, not affecting text, some very light foxing;
contemporary polished tree calf, smooth spine gilt with red sheep
lettering-piece, marbled endpapers, some minor scratches and marks to
boards, a little rubbed but still very good.
$1100

First edition. Dedicated to the Dowager
Empress Maria Feodorovna (1759–1828), the
present book of rhetoric for young people was
unabashedly written for the use of both sexes:
‘Si nous écrivons dans un pays où l’on auroit
l’injustice d’exiger que les femmes ne fissent
aucun usage de leur esprit, on trouveroit
absurd et ridicule l’idée de donner, pour le
beau sexe, des règles d’eloquence française
et latine; et si je pouvois pressentir encore les
objections usées des temps gothiques, je me
mettrois en devoir de combattre, après tant
d’auteurs qui l’ont fait avec avantage, le
préjudgé barbare qui condamnoit autrefois à
l’ignorance et à l’obscurité la partie la plus
interessante de la société humaine…’
(Preface). The author points to the Russian
throne as evidence of burgeoning change, and
encourages readers to not dissociate
traditionally feminine graces from affairs of the
mind: ‘Je dirois aux femmes que l’esprit n’est
point incompatible avec la beauté, les lettres
avec la naissance, l’étude avec les plaisirs, les muses avec les grâces:
que les femmes, destinées à plaire par les charmes de la figure peuvent
également aspirer à la gloire des talens’.
Pierre Hennequin (1772–1849) taught French in Moscow to young
noblewomen throughout the 1810s and was a professor of French at
University of Moscow from 1827–1830.
WorldCat lists only 2 copies outside Europe (Library of Congress,
University of Oklahoma). Not in LIBRARY HUB.

UNRECORDED

24. HOCHZEITS-ZEITUNG … Humoristisch-Satyrischer
Hochzeits-Kladderadatsch zur Vermählungsfeier. Dresden,
Heineck Nachf[olger]., late 19th/early 20th century.
13 numbers, 4to (c.295 × 230 mm), each pp. [4]; plus 10 Tafel-Lieder
(slim folio, printed on recto only), a leaf of Tafel-Satzungen, and 2
Rundgesänge, each printed in a spiral; some light browning due to paper
stock, creased or chipped in places; offered with a printed score of Carl
Michael Ziehrer’s song A Love Letter (Liebesbrief), New York, G.

Schirmer, copyright 1888 [not found in WorldCat], inkstamps of Hans
Veroni and the Deutsches Volks-Theater San Francisco, and ms. poem,
‘Liebesbrief’ (copying out the text of the song, perhaps for
performance?), on headed notepaper (Hans Veroni, 221 Sansome St,
San Francisco, ‘Pacific Coast Representative, Transatlantic Fire
Insurance Company of Hamburg’).
$350

The Hochzeitszeitung (‘wedding newspaper’) is a genre of occasional
printing found in German-speaking countries. Normally they are
bespoke, something to which friends and family might contribute
anecdotes about the happy couple which are then turned into a
‘newspaper’ to be distributed among the wedding guests. The internet is
full of tips for making them. Curiously, the publication offered here is
generic, and appears to have been something one could buy for handing
out at weddings, rather than as a template for what one might include in
one’s own Nuptial News. (A potential bibliographical headache is that,
when they have a number, they are all ‘Vol. I, No. 1’, although the
publishers do appear to have marked them, maybe for their own
identification, by means of a hand-stamped number in the upper corner
and letterpress signature at the foot of the first page.) We have been
unable to locate it in any of the usual databases. Where there is an
imprint, it is Heineck in Dresden.

Offered with the Zeitung are a variety of occasional pieces, presumably
for handing out at a wedding: slipsongs, two rounds for singing, a leaf of
‘table rules’, an illustrated marriage certificate written in Saxon dialect,
and another official-looking lithographed marriage document.

HARRIET HAMILTON KING’S ‘THE EXECUTION OF FELICE ORSINI’:

‘THE MOST REMARKABLE [POEM] I HAVE EVER WRITTEN’
25. KING, Harriet Eleanor Hamilton. Autograph manuscript
copy of ‘The Execution of Felice Orsini March 13th 1858.’ [N. p.,
before 1862/3.]
8vo (182 × 117 mm), pp. 53, [1]; some light foxing; sometime interleaved
and bound in mid twentieth-century black pebbled roan, smooth spine
lettered gilt, rubbed, with 5 leaves of accompanying typescript serving as
preface to the ms., stationer’s stamp to top left-hand corner of first ms.
leaf (‘Parkins & Gotto London’).
$2000
Manuscript fair copy of Harriet Hamilton King’s early ‘The Execution of
Felice Orsini’, in her own view ‘the most remarkable [poem] I have ever
written.’
Aged only 18, Harriet (1840–1920; the
daughter of Admiral William Baillie-Hamilton
and Lady Harriet Hamilton) ‘began work on
her apologia for Felice Orsini, would-be
assassin of Napoleon III, which she
considered her finest poem; [it was] first
printed privately in 1862 by publisher and
banker Henry Samuel King, whom she
m[arried] in 1863, and subsequently in her
Aspromonte and Other Poems, 1869’ (The
Feminist Companion to Literature in
English). King’s early, and ultimately lifelong, interest in Italian history and politics
would inform much of her work. Though
she dreamed of active service in Italy, she
was immediately dispatched to Scotland
when her parents learned of her intentions.
Around this time she had ‘joined a closeknit group of women, largely feminist in
sympathies, who acted as fund-raisers and
propagandists for Mazzini and the cause of
Italian unification. Key members of this

group were: Elizabeth Ashurst and her daughters, Eliza Bardonneau,
Matilda Biggs, Caroline Stansfield, and Emilie Venturi; Clementia Taylor;
Arethusa Milner Gibson; Emily Shaen; Jessie White Mario; and
Catherine Macready. These women supplied practical and financial
support for Mazzini and other Italian exiles, running schools and finding
work as well as offering their homes as places of refuge. They ran
bazaars and organised concerts to raise money for the nationalists.
These were consciously modelled on the lucrative events organised by
the women active in the Anti-Corn Law League’ (Richardson, The
Political Worlds of Women: Gender and Politics in Nineteenth Century
Britain, p. 174).
In her introduction to Letters and Recollections of Mazzini (1912), King
recalls how the Felice Orsini trial affected her as a young woman, and a
poet:
‘February 16, 1858, was a memorable day for me. It was my
birthday, and I was eighteen. In the morning I received
permission henceforth to read The Times regularly. This was
unusual at that time, and at my age. At this moment Felice
Orsini was the most prominent person on the stage of Europe.
His personality pervaded the newspapers. The excitement
concerning him was intense in Paris, where his trial was about
to begin … I found The Times’ article from Paris full of the
most eloquent and dramatic accounts of the romantic
personality of Orsini, the Italian patriot and martyr, of his
extraordinary and heroic adventures, of his impending trial …
That afternoon I was walking with my father in regent Street.
Before us was a placed at a shop-door, saying. “Portrait of
Felice Orsini. Admission One Shilling.” … We were
conducted to a room in the basement, totally dark, but
arranged so that light should fall upon one object only—the
picture. It was by madame Jirechau … [and] represented
Orsini in prison, with fetters upon his hands, a man in the
prime of life … Upon me, at the most impressionable age, the
most impressionable moment, the effect was instantaneous
and indelible. I came away dazed, and with the image of
Felice Orsini paramount in my mind … As the time of his
execution drew near, my emotion grew more and more
intense. The night before his execution I spent entirely in
prayer and intercession for him, and so vivid was my
imagination, that I felt both then and afterwards as if I was
actually present at his execution … Orsini had now taken
complete possession of my imagination’ (pp. 5–6).

She goes on to describe the impetus for the poem:
‘Ever since I was six years old I had written poetry. It
expressed my feelings, thoughts, and emotions; but, as with
all young poets, the form was mainly imitative, the principal
influence being Mrs. Hemans and Sir Walter Scott. When I
was eighteen and a half, a new and sudden influx of poetic
inspiration came to me, accompanied by original form as well
as thought. From this time onward I wrote my own poems,
without any likeness to others, and my style was formed at
once. Almost the first of these poems to be composed was
“The Execution of Felice Orsini,” subsequently published in
the volume Aspromonte and other Poems … Although I was
so young when this poem was composed, I have always
considered it the most remarkable I have ever written … It was
written under the stress of a great and painful emotion, and is
the account of an historical event, written not from memory or
tradition, but from the standpoint of the actual present, and of
a participant, not merely a spectator or a hearer of the tragedy’
(p. 6).
The present fair copy, transcribed neatly onto unlined letter paper,
appears to have been prepared by King for a friend: ‘N.B. it is important
this poem should be read in order, from beginning to end! If you cannot
read all, read from Part III. Page 36.’ (p. 1). The three parts (‘The
Streets of Paris’, ‘The Prison’, and ‘The Scaffold’) culminate in Orsini’s
execution by guillotine, and King’s lament for the cause of Italian
unification. She signs the manuscript ‘Harriet E. B. Hamilton’, with a
quotation from Dante (Purgatorio XXVII), and instructions for the
correspondent’s response: ‘If you write to me write to the former
address. But please direct the outside in an English female handwriting.
Per quelle Parole, grazia.’ (p. 53).

ILLUSTRATED VERSE (FABULOUS AND GUSHING)

26. LABYRINTE de Versailles. The Labyrinth of Versailles.
Der Irr-Garte zu Versailles. ’t Dool-hof tot Versailles. t’
Amsteldam, By Nicolaus Visscher … [1682].
4to (214 × 165 mm), pp. [22], 81, [5], 79, [9], with 41 full-page
engravings by Willem Swidde; some light plate toning; neat paper
repairs to pp. 34 and 36 in second sequence, where the plate seemingly
tore through the paper, and fore-margin of *4; late nineteenth-century
glazed half paper in imitation of vellum, spine darkened, blue paper

spine label lettered gilt, marbled edges; armorial bookplate of the
Princes of Liechtenstein.
$3500
First edition of a rare illustrated guide—in French, English, German, and
Dutch—to Louis XIV’s Labyrinth at Versailles, a maze with thirty-nine
fountains depicting Aesop’s fables.

The Labyrinth began in 1665 as an unadorned hedge maze, but was
later redesigned to serve the Dauphin’s education. The impetus in this
came from the poet Charles Perrault, who at the time was senior civil
servant in the Superintendance of the King’s Buildings. Between 1672
and 1677 the King’s gardener Andre Le Nôtre redesigned the maze to
feature thirty-nine brass fountains: water jets from the animals’ mouths
were conceived to give the impression of speech, and each fountain
bore a plaque with a caption and a quatrain written by the poet, Isaac de
Benserade. The Sun King specifically commissioned the quatrains, and
it was allegedly from these plaques that his six-year-old son, the Grand
Dauphin, learned to read.
Booksellers wasted no time cashing in on the new attraction. The first
guide (Paris, 1677) was in French only, and unillustrated; another
followed in 1679, with engravings by Sébastien Le Clerc. The present
version presents short prose summaries, in four languages, of the thirty-

nine fables, with descriptions of each fountain beneath; these are
followed by Swidde’s engravings, with Benserade’s quatrains (and the
three translations, also in verse) on the facing pages. The English
translations are by John Morrison, presumably the eponymous translator
of Jan Struys’ Reysen door Moscovien … (The perilous and most
unhappy Voyages of John Struys, 1683).
Wing L 105A (Folger only), to which ESTC adds British Library, the
Morgan, and Princeton.

FOR BUYING BOOKS

27. [LACKINGTON, James.] Halfpenny trade token.
[Birmingham, but for use in London,] 1794.
Circular metal token (diameter 28 mm), a little tarnished and soiled;
obverse with portrait of Lackington, reverse with angel blowing trumpet
surrounded by two lines of text (‘Cheapest Booksellers in the World’;
‘Halfpenny of Lackington Allen & Co.’), and text on outer rim also
(‘Payable at the Temple of the Muses’).
$100

An early trade token issued by the famed bookseller James Lackington
(1746–1815), the same year he opened the Temple of the Muses, ‘one
of the wonders of London’ (Oxford DNB); with reputedly a million books
on display, it was at the time the biggest bookshop in the world.
Tokens such as these were issued in many places in England in the late
eighteenth century, when the government failed to mint enough copper
coinage for the conduct of business. According to Oxford DNB,
Lackington issued thousands of such tokens, which were only valid at
his shop. All were struck by Lutwyche of Birmingham.
Dalton & Hamer 353.

NINETEENTH-CENTURY MEDIEVAL REVIVAL
AN INSPIRATION FOR SCOTT’S HOUSE AT ABBOTSFORD

28. MEYRICK, Samuel Rush. Abbildung und Beschreibung
von alten Waffen und Rüstungen, welche in der Sammlung von
Llewelyn Meyrick [sic] zu Goodrich-Court in Herefordshire
aufgestellt sind. Aus dem Englischen übersetzt und
herausgegeben von Gustav Fincke. Berlin, in der G. Fincke’schen
Buchhandlung. 1836.
Large 4to (342 × 255 mm), pp. [4],
42 (letterpress text in double
columns), followed by 150
lithographed plates (one signed H.
Delius); some light spotting and
marginal browning; burgundy
quarter roan and marbled paper
sides, green vellum tips, spine gilt in
compartments; a little rubbed,
headcap snagged.
$500
First and only edition in German of
Joseph Skelton’s Engraved
Illustrations of antient Arms and
Armour, from the Collection at
Goodrich Court, Herefordshire; after
the Drawings, and with the
Descriptions of Sir Samuel Rush
Meyrick, originally published in two
volumes in London in 1830.
Llewelyn Meyrick was Sir Samuel’s
son.
Meyrick (1783–1848) was an antiquary and historian of arms and
armour who began to acquire his famous collection in the 1820s. His
obituary in the Gentleman's Magazine describes the collection as ‘filling
not only “the garrets, the staircase and the back drawing room” but as
even encroaching “upon the bedrooms”. From the beginning it was
conceived of as a scientific collection and it was regularly made
available to students. In 1825 it was visited by the artists Eugène
Delacroix and Richard Bonnington, who both drew items from the
collection and made use of them in later works. Meyrick was also
involved in the antiquarian world of the day and, among others,

helped Sir Walter Scott to collect arms and armour to decorate his new
house at Abbotsford’ (Oxford DNB).
WorldCat lists 3 copies outside Europe (Chicago, Philadelphia Museum
of Art Library, and The Met).

‘A REFORM OF METRICAL PSALMODY’
29. MILLER, Edward. The Psalms of David for the Use of
Parish Churches the Words selected from the Version of Tate &
Brady by the Revd George Drummond … London Publish’d by W.
Miller … and to be had at all the Music Shops … [1790].
4to (261 × 181 mm), pp. [2], xlvii, [1], 142; with an etched and engraved
title vignette by Charron, featuring a portrait of Miller; preface and
subscribers’ list printed in letterpress, the music engraved; some light
spotting to the title; near-contemporary (American?) tree calf, a little
offsetting from the turn-ins, joints cracked but the cords still firm, spine a
little creased, and chipped at extremities, corners worn, morocco label
lettered gilt.
$700
First edition, with over 3000 subscribers. This is
the issue without ‘Finis’ on the last page; some
copies in ESTC have four pages of ‘Addenda
containing some additional favorite tunes’ at the
end, but this copy has never had them. The titlepage states that ‘Books of the Words only at 6d and
1s 6d each’ were also published (the music book
cost 10s 6d), but this is unrecorded in ESTC.
Miller (1735–1807) signs his preface from
Doncaster, and dedicates the book to the
Archbishop of York, who took ten copies. Miller’s
father was a paviour in Norwich, ‘and he was
apprenticed to that trade but absconded and
studied music under Charles Burney; he played the
flute in Handel’s oratorio orchestra during the
1750s. On 15 July 1756 he was elected organist of
Doncaster, in succession to John Camidge, on the
recommendation of James Nares. In 1779, when
the post of Master of the King’s Band of Musicians
became available on Boyce’s death, the Marquis of
Rockingham applied to the Duke of Manchester on
Miller’s behalf, but the position was given to John

Stanley. In Doncaster Miller came to know Herschel, later the
Astronomer Royal, and helped bring him out of obscurity. He played an
active part in musical life in his native East Anglia and in the Doncaster
region, and directed the Sheffield Festival of 1788 … In The Psalms of
David he attempted a reform of metrical psalmody; this volume includes
the tunes “Rockingham” [“When I survey the wondrous Cross”] and
“Galway”, and had what has been claimed as the largest number of
subscribers for any musical publication in England’ (New Grove).
BUCEM, p. 676; RISM Recueils, p. 294. ESTC records 5 copies of this
issue (BL, Innerpeffray, York Minster, SMU, Turnbull Library), compared
to 17 copies of the other (with ‘Finis’ on p. 142).

FREDERICK OUSELEY’S COPY

30. NOVELLO’S STANDARD GLEE BOOK, being a Collection of
the most favorite Glees by English Composers; with an
Accompaniment (ad lib.) for the Pianoforte. Revised by J. Barnby.
Vol. I [all published]. London: Novello and Co. … [1865].
4to (287 × 217 mm), pp. [4], 197; some light spotting to title-page and
first few leaves; original publisher’s mauve cloth stamped in blind and
gilt, all edges gilt, spine sunned (as often happens with this colour),
rubbed with a little dust-soiling, corners slightly bumped; signed ‘F. A. G.
O. 1867’ (see below) on the front free endpaper.
$200
First edition of a collection of fifty-nine glees
compiled by Sir Joseph Barnby for Novello. Barnby
(1838–1896), ‘a composer of fine taste’ (Baptie,
Sketches of Glee Composers), became the official
music adviser to Novello and Co. in 1861,
prompting a mutually beneficial relationship
between the two wherein Novello sponsored his
choir and projects. In 1875, he was appointed
precentor of Eton College, where he ‘embarked on
a programme of choral performances and concerts
for the benefit of the boys, becoming Eton’s first
real director of music. He raised the school’s
Musical Society to a high standard of precision by
means of a quasi-military drill. He also directed a
Sunday Evening Musical Society in which masters,
boys and chapel choristers sang through the major
choral repertory’ (New Grove).

Provenance: from St Michael’s College, Tenbury, with the usual ms.
pencil shelfmarks to the front pastedown. The College had been
founded in 1856 as a model for the performance of Anglican music by
the great collector and composer Sir Frederick Ouseley (1825–1889),
whose own ‘magnificent assemblage of music and musical literature’
(Hyatt King, Some British Collectors of Music, Sandars Lectures for
1961, p. 67) passed to the College on his death, where it remained until
its dispersal at Sotheby’s in 1990.

THE SALE OF THE OLYMPIC THEATRE

31. [OLYMPIC THEATRE, LONDON.] [Docket title:] The
Olympic Theatre, with the Lord Chamberlain’s Licence.
Particulars of the Olympic Theatre in Drury Lane, which will be
sold by Auction, by Messrs. Robins, at the Great Rooms. Piazza,
Covent Garden, on Monday, 27th of February, 1826 … [London,
1826.]
Folio (342 × 222 mm), pp. [4], with printed docket title to verso of final
page; some marginal browning and dust-soiling, stab-holes to gutter, the
two leaves loose, together with a folio leaf (watermarked ‘Abbey Mills
1825’; browned) with contemporary ink notes, perhaps with sums
relating to the sale.
$175
Printed particulars for the February 1826 sale of the
Olympic Theatre in Drury Lane ‘with its wardrobe, scenery,
machinery, and properties thereunto appertaining’ (titlepage). Included in the document are the conditions of
sale, details of improvements made by the then proprietor,
the actor–serial theatre manager Robert Elliston (‘the
Napoleon of the Theatre’, 1774–1831), and a full
description of ‘this elegant and unique Theatre’: ‘The
building is substantial, and the timbers are principally
composed of ship oak … the interior has lately been newly
embellished … The private boxes, fourteen in number, are
fairly entitled to rank with those as the Winter Theatres.
There is a force pump and water closets judiciously
placed; the Chinese Refectory, or Saloon, is suited to the
convenience of its visitors, and fitted up with much taste;
the stage is larger in proportion than any other theatre,
and the dressing rooms and other essential appendages
are suited to this undertaking. The Theatre is almost
insulated, and is ornamented on two sides by an Arcade,

which affords great convenience and comfort … There is likewise a very
comfortable Residence in Craven Buildings’ (p. [3]).
The Olympic Theatre was born out of Philip Astley’s Olympic Pavilion,
which opened in November 1806 and was home to various
entertainments over the years such as horsemanship, pantomime, and
dance, until it was sold to Elliston in 1813, who elevated it to one of the
most successful dramatic theatres in the West End. After purchasing
the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, however, he discovered he could not
support the two, and was forced to sell the Olympic in 1826 to repay his
debts.
Not located in WorldCat or Library Hub.

32. [PETER I, the Great.] A true, authentick, and impartial
History of the Life and glorious Actions of the Czar of
Muscovy: from his Birth to his Death … The whole compiled from
the Russian, High Dutch and French Languages, State Papers,
and other publick Authorities. London: Printed for A.
Bettesworth … G. Strahan … J. Stagg … J. Graves … S.
Chapman … R. Frankling … J. Harding … T. Edlin … and J.
Jackson … [1725].
8vo (195 × 122 mm), pp. [8], 207, 202–429, [1]; complete despite
pagination; some light spotting, more so in the margins; contemporary
sprinkled calf, rubbed, joints cracked but firm, spine gilt in
compartments, extremities chipped, leather spine label lettered gilt.
$750
Unacknowledged second edition, ‘a reissue of “An impartial history of
the life and actions of Peter Alexowitz”, London, 1723 [1722], with the
table of contents added at front, and text (covering the death of the
Czar) at end’ (ESTC), thereby making it one of the earliest ‘complete’
English biographies of Peter the Great (1682–1725).
In the past, the book has been attributed to Defoe (see Moore 451, for
the first edition), but Furbank & Owens argue otherwise: ‘[This is] a
lengthy and eulogistic account of the life and career of Peter the
Great … Defoe, in the Review, frequently criticised Peter the Great as a
brutal despot, and a protest from the Czar once nearly got him into
serious trouble. It thus seems unlikely that he would later have
produced such a uniformly flattering biography’ (Defoe De-attributions
451). Cat. Russica H-928; Minzloff, Pierre le Grand dans la littérature
étrangère 38, 3, 2.

MEMOIRS OF A SOCIAL MONSTER

33. [PRICE, Charles.] Histoire de Charles Price, fameux escroc
de Londres, connu sous différens noms; traduite de l’Anglois sur la
sixième édition … A Londres, et se trouve à Paris, chez Volland,
Libraire … 1787.
2 vols, 12mo (160 × 93 mm), pp. [2], 206; [2], 232, with 1 folding
engraved frontispiece by Ransonette, an exact mirror image of that in
the original English edition; short nick to first few leaves in the upper
corner, almost imperceptible water-stain in upper margin of vol. I;
nineteenth-century quarter sheep by Edmond Huet, Le Mans
(bookbinder’s ticket), vellum tips, marbled edge and endpapers, rubbed
with some wear to extremities, upper corner of vol. I worn, upper joint of
vol. II cracked but sound; inscribed ‘A Mme Lalande’ to verso of
frontispiece, with ink ownership inscription (‘Lalande’) at foot of each
title-page; bookplate of Juliusz Wiktor Gomulicki (1909–2006; activist,
antiquarian bookseller, and bibliographer).
$650

First edition in French of the lowlife biographical Memoirs of a Social
Monster; or the History of Charles Price; otherwise Bolingbroke,
otherwise Johnson, otherwise Parks, otherwise Wigmore, otherwise
Brank, otherwise Wilmott, otherwise Williams, otherwise Schutz,

otherwise Trevors, otherwise Polton, otherwise Taylor, otherwise Powel,
&c. &c. &c. and commonly called Old Patch (London, 1786). Published
to warn ‘thoughtless youth from the destructive way of wickedness’, the
book begins with an ‘Invocation to Lucifer’, playing to the outrageous
and disreputable character of the infamous banknote forger Charles
Price (d.1786), who had hanged himself in Bridewell Prison before his
case came to trial.
ESTC lists only two English-language editions (1786 and 1790). We
presume the statement on the title here that it was translated from the
‘sixth edition’ is an instance of mention fictive.
Rochedieu, p. 368. WorldCat lists 3 copies outside Europe (Cornell,
UCLA, Yale).

34. [PUBLISHING.] Promotional
poster for Ashelms Geschäftstagebuch. [Presumably Berlin, 1905.]
Chromolithographed poster (595 × 299
mm), printed on thin card, large printed
price announcement pasted over; a few
creases where previously folded, some
marginal nicks and other marks, but very
good; old stamp of the Werbe-Archiv, Graz
(founded 1923), at foot and to verso. $175
A fine piece of Jugendstil advertising by
Hans Lindenstaedt (1874–1928), a graphic
artist well known for his poster designs, for
the bestselling business diary produced by
Ashelm Verlag, a Berlin publishing firm
founded by Ferdinand Ashelm (1832–
1908) in 1867.

35. PURCELL, Henry. Orpheus Britannicus. A Collection of all
the Choicest Songs. For One, Two, and Three Voices compos’d
by Mr. Henry Purcell … The Second Edition with Large
Additions … London: Printed by William Pearson, and sold by
John Young … 1706. [Bound with:]

––––––––––. Orpheus Britannicus … The Second Book, which
renders the First Compleat. The Second Edition with large
Additions … London: Printed by William Pearson, for Henry
Playford … 1712.
2 parts in one vol., folio (317 × 194 mm); title-page to each part printed
in red and black, the music printed typographically; First Book: pp. [2], vi,
[2], ii, 190, 189–286, plus etched and engraved portrait frontispiece by
White after Closterman; the leaf of laudatory verse (a singleton, signed
‘(a)’) transposed from the Second Book to after the prelims in the First;
title a little browned, some occasional light foxing elsewhere, lower
corner of 3D torn away (no loss); Second Book: pp. [4], 32, 35–204 (pp.
100 and 101 mispaginated ‘140’ and ‘141’); a little light browning
towards the end; a very nice, crisp copy in contemporary red morocco
panelled gilt, all edges gilt; a little waterstaining to the flyleaves, some
skilful restoration to the spine and the corners; early ink ownership
inscription of A. Pincke (apparently either Alured Pincke of Lincoln’s Inn
and Tottenham High Cross (1692–1755), or his eponymous son (1731–
1822), barrister, of Sharsted Court, Doddington, Kent).
$10,500

Second edition of both parts. The First Book is here enlarged from that
of 1698 by the addition of 34 songs, and the printing, this time by

Pearson, is much superior to that of Heptinstall. The Second Book, first
published in 1702, is here enlarged by nine songs; this copy is from the
second issue—1712 rather than 1711, and with Cullen’s name removed
from the imprint (not in the British Library).
Orpheus Britannicus was the book which ‘set the seal on [Purcell’s]
renown, being at once a commemoration and an anthology, in print, of
the work of a single composer on a scale never attempted in England
before … It has become a rare book, for better or worse, and—at the
very least—as near to an original Purcellian volume as, given the fragility
of other materials, people are likely in the twenty-first century to get’
(Luckett, pp. 46, 61).
BUCEM, p. 859; RISM P 5980 and 5985. See Richard Luckett, ‘The
Playfords and the Purcells’, Music and the Book Trade (British Library,
2008), pp. 45–67.

36. RIDER’S BRITISH MERLIN: for the Year of Our Lord
God 1789 … London: Printed for the Company of Stationers,
and sold by R. Horsfield … 1789.
12mo (127 × 80 mm), pp. 60; interleaved; title-page and calendar
section printed in red and black; some light offsetting, but wellpreserved in the original publisher’s red morocco, ornately gilt in
the ‘cottage roof’ style, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt, a little
rubbed and darkened at extremities, metal fastenings lacking
stylus, slightly tarnished; red tax stamp to title-page, two leaves of
erasable paper (with early caricature-like sketches of faces) bound
in, section of front flyleaf sometime cut away.
$800
The Rider’s British Merlin for the revolutionary year 1789. First
issued in 1656, Rider’s was one of the earliest published almanacs
and, as a product of the Stationers’ Company, enjoyed a virtual
monopoly over the market. By the eighteenth century, it had
moved away from its original astrological function to serve as both
diary, notebook, and pocket reference work; there is a ‘Chronology of
remarkable Events’, from the Creation to the Peace of Paris in 1783—
ending the American Revolutionary War—on pp. 33–5. The present
example has two leaves of erasable paper bound in: ‘Given the expense
and wastefulness of permanent writing surfaces, it has until recently
been crucial to produce readily erasable writing surfaces … In the
eighteenth century, when “table-book” began to take on a wider range of
meanings, the erasable paper for such notebooks was belatedly given a
distinguishing name: “asses skin”’ (Peter Stallybrass, ‘Erasable

notebooks and writing technologies 1500–1900’, Gazette of the Grolier
Club 58 (2007), pp. 7, 14).
ESTC locates 4 copies in North America (Dalhousie University,
Huntington, Library Company of Philadelphia, Kansas).

IRVING’S MERCHANT

37. [SHAKESPEARE.] The Merchant of Venice, a Comedy in
five Acts, by William Shakespeare, as presented at the Lyceum
Theatre, under the Management of Mr. Henry Irving, on Saturday,
November 1st, 1879. One hundredth Performance, Saturday,
February 14, 1880. London: Printed at the Chiswick Press. 1880.
8vo (205 × 134 mm), pp. [8], 74, [2], with original programme, printed in
sepia, bound in; half-title printed in red and black; some light dust-soiling
to first few leaves; original parchment-covered boards lettered gilt, all
edges gilt; soiled and marked, spine discoloured, headcap bumped.
$200
Souvenir script and programme to
celebrate the one hundredth
performance of Henry Irving’s staging
of The Merchant of Venice at the
Lyceum, featuring Irving and Ellen
Terry in the lead roles. The
performance was accompanied by a
banquet in the performance space
itself, and was attended by 350 guests
including Oscar Wilde, whose poem
‘Portia’ was written after first seeing
Ellen Terry in the role in 1879. It was
then, after the toast, that ‘attendants
brought round books of the Merchant
of Venice, as arranged by Mr. Irving,
specially prepared for the occasion.
They were bound in white parchment and lettered in gold, the cover as
well as the title-page’ (The Musical World; the title-page here is printed
in black). The event, like its accompanying souvenir, was lavish: ‘All the
paraphernalia of the stage and the piece had been removed [from the
stage], and over the whole vacant space, of some 4000 square feet,
rose an immense pavilion of white and scarlet bands, looped around the
walls with tasteful draperies and lit by two gigantic chandeliers … The

transformation was so magically effected, and displayed such
thoroughness of organization in all concerned’ (ibid.).
Jaggard, p. 399.

SLAVERY IN CUBA

38. [SLAVERY.] Relacion circumstanciada de los cimarrones
existentes en el Deposito municipal … Cuba, c.1858.
Manuscript on paper (432 × 315 mm), pp [2]; browning, offsetting,
creasing, ink oxydised in places causing some short tears, bottom half
detached along middle crease; official government stamp to upper
margin.
$2100
An important, if disturbing, record of runaway slaves (‘cimarrones’)
recaptured in Cuba between 1856 and 1858, complete with names,
physical descriptions, nationalities, and details of their owners. The
ages of the slaves range from 18 to 33 with one, incredibly, listed as
being an octogenarian (‘a hunched, thin body, a long face and a mole on
his back…’). The physical descriptions are detailed, noting
distinguishing features such as scars.

While most are of African origin, several are listed as ‘Chino’, making
this important early documentation of Chinese immigration to Cuba.
Beginning in the 1850s, thousands of Asian workers were brought to
work in the Cuban sugar fields. After completing contracts or otherwise
obtaining freedom, many settled permanently on the island, creating a
strong cultural presence still felt there today.
Slavery was abolished in Cuba in 1886.

‘ANXIOUS FOR THE FRONT’
39. [WWI PHOTOGRAPHY.] [Cover title:] War Photos. Paris,
Tableaux de Guerre, [Autumn 1914].
Two vols, large 4to (302 × 289 mm), each with 42 leaves, containing a
series of 80 continuously-numbered photographs (plus 2 duplicates),
corners of photos slip-mounted onto brown paper leaves with
accompanying duplicated typescript captions below, a few with stickers

displaying the Tableaux de Guerre Paris logo; some light occasional
spotting; ribbon-stitched (as issued?) in early/original wrappers, a trifle
finger-soiled, some nicks and short tears to extremities, vol. II spine torn
at head, two tears to front cover of second vol. sometime repaired with
tape; both vols titled ‘War Photos’ in ms. ink to front covers, printed
notice—‘Strictly Copyright! Please carefully note that these photographs
must not on any account be reproduced or used for any other purpose
than displaying in your windows. IMPORTANT’ (one torn)—pasted to
inside front cover or first leaf; early ink ownership inscription ‘J B Cooke
50 High St Whitchurch’ to inside rear cover of each vol., dated 1 Oct.
and 8 [Oct.?] 1914 respectively.
$2100
An extensive set of propaganda photographs from the beginning of the
First World War. The photographs appear to be French, but the printed
copyright notice, pasted at the beginning of each volume, and the
typescript captions, are English. According to the notice, printed in red,
the photos must not be reproduced or ‘used for any other purpose than
displaying in your windows’. There was no official British propaganda
organisation that took or used photographs until 1915, so this collection
may have been assembled privately, perhaps from press photographs
which were sent out, with explanatory captions, to newsagents to
accompany the latest papers. At least three of the photos were
published in the Illustrated London News (22 and 29 August 1914),
attributing them to a ‘Newspaper Illustrations [Ltd]’.

The photographs depict a wide range of subjects including: Germans
looting Belgian homes; Belgian refugees in London; caring for the
wounded; damage caused by German zeppelins and Uhlan regiments;
wartime privations; and even the young Prince of Wales marching along
with his new regiment, titled ‘PRINCE OF WALES ANXIOUS FOR THE
FRONT’. The purpose of the photographs seems to be, first and
foremost, to dehumanise the enemy, such as in no. 19, ‘GERMANY
PLEASE COPY!’: ‘After a dashing raid by Uhlans on Ostend where they
penetrated the centre of the town, the Belgian authorities requisitioned
motor cars to bring in the enemy’s wounded who were left behind by
their comrades – human consideration which Germany could well afford
to copy.’
While it is unclear whether any of the present photographs were
recreated or staged, it was not uncommon for photographers to do so in
the early stages of WWI. In 1916, two years after these photos were
taken, Britain banned staged or fake images under what the government

termed ‘Propaganda of the Facts’, arguing that staged photographs
undermined the credibility of the Allies.
Provenance: John Butler Cooke (1883–1968) was a draper living in
Whitchurch, Shropshire, at the time of his enlistment on 14 February
1918, into the Royal Flying Corps (the Royal Air Force, as it later
became). He was discharged in 1920.
A full listing of photographs and captions is available on request.

DEDICATED TO THE NEW EMPRESS

40. XENOPHON. Ksenofonta o dostopamiatnykh delakh i
razgovorakh Sokratovykh chetyre knigi i opravdanie Sokratovo
pred sudiiami, perevedennyia s Grecheskago iazyka Nadvornym
Sovetnikom Grigoriem Poletikoiu [Xenophon’s four books of the
memorable deeds and conversations of Socrates and the apology
of Socrates before his judges, translated from the Greek by Court
Counsellor Hryhorii Poletyka]. V Sanktpeterburge pri
Imperatorskoi Akademii Nauk 1762.
12mo (158 × 92 mm), pp. [16], 420; woodcut floral title vignette; foremargin of front free endpaper and initial two leaves a little frayed and
waterstained, tear to Б6–7, short wormtracks to p. 263ff touching
running titles only, underlining in purple pencil to pp. 188–9;

contemporary full calf, a few stains, corners worn, spine creased,
defective at head, with loss of the leather in the upper compartment,
spine label missing; ink ownership inscription (‘Tikhomirov’) to front
endpapers.
$3000
First edition in Russian of both the Memorabilia and the Apology,
translated by the Ukrainian writer and politician Hryhorii Poletyka (1725–
1784), who also produced Russian versions of Aristotle (1757) and
Epictetus (1759), compiled the Academy’s multilingual dictionary of
Russian, Greek, Latin, French, German, and English (1763), ‘lost one
personal library to a fire, amassed another, and wrote one of the first
histories of Ukraine’ (Okenfuss, The Rise and Fall of Latin Humanism in
Early-Modern Russia, p. 162).
The book was published the same year Catherine the Great acceded to
the throne, and is dedicated to her.
Svodnyi katalog 3336; Sopikov 5828. WorldCat locates a sole copy, at
Harvard.
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